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Pearl Latex Balloons 

Pearl latex balloon is one of the three balloon 

types, is one of the main products under the qianjia 

brand of borun balloon factory. the pearl latex 

balloon of borun balloon factory is famous for its 

symmetrical color and high flexibility, which is the 

high-quality product of all balloons. since the 

establishment of the factory, borun balloon factory 

has been adhering to the principle of "quality and 

customers are the same as the first" to concentrate on improving the production 

technology, and has reached the leading level of china's balloon industry, thus promoting 

borun balloon factory to become an outstanding balloon manufacturer in china. 

 

Product Description 

Pearl latex balloon is one of the most mature balloons with the longest production history. 

china dabucun latex products industrial park is the world's most important latex balloon 

production base, has been producing latex balloons for 40 years, borun balloon factory is one 

of the enterprises. 

  

Pearl latex balloons, metal latex balloons, marca latex balloons, latex balloons, restoring 

ancient ways is inferior smooth latex balloons were the main varieties of balloon, the pearl 

latex balloons is one of the first, relative to other types, pearl balloons color more beautiful, 

more but not equal to inferior smooth color concentration of latex balloons, material texture 

restoring ancient ways is better than the balloon. However, the degree of luster and color of the 

pearl latex balloon is higher than any kind of balloon. At present, Borun Balloon factory is 

producing more than 50 kinds of colors, and the balloon sizes are mainly 5 inches, 10 inches, 

12 inches, 18 inches and 36 inches. 

  

The main use of pearl balloons is for party decorations and various celebrations. Can use 

pearl balloon to make balloon arch or balloon garland, also can use up to make table set, this 

will make your party more colorful. You don't have to worry about the standard size when 

blowing balloons, the latex balloons produced by Borun are high quality latex balloons, which 

can be inflated to larger shapes than the standard size. 
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